Resonance Raman Analysis of the Tryptophan Cation Radical.
Electron transfer (ET) reactions within proteins are accomplished by a broad set of redox-active molecules, including natural amino acids. Tryptophan participates in ET chemistry as both a cation and a neutral radical. Identification and characterization of the biologically relevant species is essential to understand efficient ET mechanisms in proteins. We present resonance Raman spectra and excitation profiles of the tryptophan cation radical generated by combining a strong oxidant, Ce(IV), with tryptophan model compounds in a fast-flow mixing device. Isotopically modified derivatives, coupled with calculations, allowed the assignment of the normal modes of this radical. Raman bands that are sensitive to protonation state and hydrogen bonding environment of the cation radical were identified. The present findings, along with resonance Raman spectra of the closed-shell and neutral radical counterparts, form a foundation for probing tryptophan-mediated ET reactions in proteins.